
THIS IS NEWARK : What’s Mine is Yours

This project celebrates Newark’s lively communities, its sublime 
industrial monuments, its catalyzing role in the exchange of  goods 
on a global stage, and its worn and mending waterways with a 
reflection on the city that connects to its future growth.

A system of  double-sided billboards invite and incite.  Above, the 
commercial advertisement of  a typical billboard is replaced by 
portraits of  the city from within.  Below, the billboard shape is 
repeated, forming a ground that connects to existing 
infrastructures to foster community life on the street.  From 
outsider to insider, one neighborhood to another, each individual is 
invited to share in the ownership of  Newark. 
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"It's time for the community to own the streets. "
- Mayor Cory Booker



The edge of  the city is marked by an image 
from its interior.  Newark artists and 
photographers are invited to produce 
portraits of  the city.  

This first glimpse gives way to a more 
involved experience with the city.  At the 
bridge crossings, for example, the 
horizontal billboard holds picnic benches 
and provides for public access to the 
Hackensack River shore beneath the Pulaski 
Skyway.

My City is Your City



Neighborhoods are swapped: a photograph from one 
site is displayed in another, encouraging a visual 
exchange among communities citywide.  The system 
includes four billboard types to respond to the city’s 
varied urban landscape. 

highway + park
Highway off-ramps such as Route 
280 and 5th Street (Exit 13 west-
bound, site 1)

photo site

billboard site

site + billboard types: 

bridge + picnic
Bridge crossings such as the 
Pulaski Skyway

station + bike
Train and subway stations such 
as Penn Station

neighborhood + bus
Local street crossings such as 
Springfield Ave at South 20th St  
(site 43)

My Neighborhood is 
Your Neighborhood



At the street level, visitors and residents can hang 
out in a pocket park, play in sprays of  mist in the 
summer, take a picnic to the shore, wait for the bus 
sheltered from the rain, or lock up a bike at the train 
station.  These small scale constructions connect to 
larger water and transportation infrastructures, 
combining the Newark Gateways initiative with other 
public works. 

12’x24’ billboard and 35’ 
pole, painted steel 

lights

recycled rubber play 
surface and seating

water feature: sprinklers fed by 
cistern housed beneath play 
surface (alternate schemes could 
include basketball hoops)

highway + park bridge + picnic

My Street is Your Street

12’x36’ billboard and 
variable height pole, 
painted steel  

painted steel and wood 
picnic  benches

platform of recycled concrete 
demolition debris



station + bikeneighborhood + bus

4’x8’ billboard and 25’ 
high pole, painted steel 

3’x6’ billboard and 12’ 
high pole, painted steel 

steel and glass shelter

steel bike racks
steel seating
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